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of proceeding and includii
facts of physiology as their own expe
the examination of the bud structure,
large terminal buds of the lilac. One o:

scales are removed with appropriate

discarded for the preseni

What are the inner ones ? Plainly leaves. When do they cease to be
leaves ? There is no boundary line, thev must all be leaves. What is

left of the bud ? Only a little greenish pyramid. What is it ? It must
be a Uttle short stem." What is seen on it with the lens? The places

from which the leaves were taken -the leaf scars. On the old stem what
name is given to the part bearing the scars or leaves ? The joints, say

tTi' th^^^
what shall we call the part of the^stem between such placesj

nodes, and the"latte7inter?odes. This dedsion^is approved because the

terms are easy and the possible confusion is seen to be overcome.
Now, to each pupil is given a branch of a soft- stemmed fresh Eupato-

rium, taken from the green-house (Coleus is easily obtained and will

answer the purpose.) The opposite decussate leaves are noted. With a

sharp knife the internodes are cut awav and the nodes, each with its pair

of leaves attached, are laid on the table. The bud is now to be rebuilt.

One of the dissecting needles, or very often a hat pin, is used, and the

nodes with their attached leaves are spitted on to this. The leaves are

then folded up carefully, beginning of course with the inner or upper-

most pair; a light thread tied about them and the bud is reconstructed.

I believ(
follow

and a general feeling of go(
even the myopic and mischievous correspondent to a late number of «.

Mdas might acknowledge to be of some worth. B. W. Barton.

Pressing plants.

^ The old-fashioned press has always seemed to me too slow in action

and too bulky to give the best results or to be convenient. The Acme
'

'

Bs for botanical work, but before I ever saw It I had

,me plan, and have had most excellent results. My
abs of hard wood (J in. thick by 1 m. wide) tacked

e spaces a little over an inch square. Instead ot

clamps with 2J in. openings. I can press as many
of these presses, and under tavor-

the greater number of them dry

ours with the colors remarkably

1 by the use of a piece

[ always set my^presses


